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Overview

The Government of Indonesia (GoI) initiated a study on Coal Bed Methane (CBM) resources in 2002 through its oil and gas research institution called Lemigas. This contributed to the first CBM project starting in 2008 by PT Medco CBM Sekayu, in South Sumatra Basin, followed by six other CBM projects that year. The number of projects increased significantly and by 2012, Indonesia had 54 CBM blocks. However, this number has now decreased to 30 CBM blocks by the end of 2018, and is going to be lower in 2019 since there are 3 blocks considering termination process. The growth of the industry has been very slow and vulnerable.

This paper will discuss the main economic issues in the CBM industry in Indonesia from six different stakeholders’ perspectives, the GoI, CBM investors, industry association, consultancies, industry observer, and local communities in which CBM projects have been developed. The GoI was represented by the Special Task Force for Oil and Gas Industry (SKKMigas) and the Association of Oil and Gas Producer (ADPM); the CBM investors were represented by the current investor, prospective investor which was also an ex-investor; the industry association was represented by the Indonesian Petroleum Association, the consultancies were represented by the IHS Markit and WoodMackenzie; an industry observer was represented by an individual who concerns on the industry, and the local communities were represented by the local communities in the four main CBM basins which are Kutai Basin, Barito Basin, South Sumatra Basin and Central Sumatra Basin.

This paper comprehensively examines and analyses the economic issues of the CBM industry in Indonesia to present a deeper and better understanding what lies behind the deterioration of the industry. The result of this latter analysis will be internalised into the development of a fiscal model that then determines at what level incentivisation (from taxation) will result in the development of new CBM.

Methods

This paper uses the triangulation method, both in its data collection and analysis, i.e. this paper applies data triangulation, investigator triangulation, methodological triangulation and theoretical triangulation. The data sources used were primary and secondary data: (1) to obtain the primary data, the researcher conducted stakeholder interviews and, held focus group discussion (FGD) amongst stakeholders; and (2) an extensive academic and policy literature study obtained the secondary data. The results of the interviews and FGD were analysed qualitatively and quantitatively (coded) using the NVivo software program. This paper uses multi-disciplinary theory, which gives a different perspective in each theory in its literature study, such as: Economy (fiscal model and its economic evaluation), legal (energy law and regulation), and technical (CBM geology and its technical). These theories have strong connection presented in the analysis.

Results

This paper classifies the results in the development of CBM industry in Indonesia into five points, which are: (1) GoI related issues, (2) taxation, (3) local content, (4) investors perception, and (5) technical implementation issues. Highlighted below are the results from three of these areas and the final paper would cover the other results in more detail. These results below build on previous literature in the area and hence their significance in highlighting them specifically below.

The first category is issues related to the policy development by the GoI. It was mentioned during the FGD that the GoI has not put their focus on the energy industry, but on national infrastructure in general. The GoI has failed to implement its new paradigm for the energy industry which has been formulated in the Government Regulation (GR) No. 79/2014. This latter paradigm advanced that energy resources shall not be the source of the revenue but the engine of growth for the country. The lack of GoI involvement in the industry is shown by its conflicting Key Performance Indicators (KPI) set by a range of different ministries. There has been a slow response from the GoI towards investors’ concerns, such as the implementation of the new Gross Split PSC for the CBM industry. There is also land access issues which the GoI can actually be more involved by implementing properly the Law on Land Agrarian, No. 2/2012 Article 6 and Article 52. The other involvement that the GoI can be more active is in the 10% local participating interest which is regulated under the Government Law (PP) no. 35/2004 Article 34. There is no clear action from the GoI regarding to this implementation which is shown by inexistence of the derivative legislation from this law. This
participating interest was never been considered influencing the project economics by old existing investors due to unclear regulation being set. The GoI can also be more involved in regulating gas price for CBM to support the industry growth and also be involved in creating such condition in which affordability at all cost can be achieved. All issues show that the GoI is not ready to develop the CBM industry in Indonesia.

The second category is the issues related to taxation and the development of a fiscal regime for the CBM industry. The regulation set for the industry does not support the industry to grow. The procedures in support of this PSC have created a situation in which the CBM investors have to meet higher technical standards than applied to conventional hydrocarbons which are more expensive. This has led to financial issues for investors due to the massive and intensive expenditures at the initial stage of CBM projects when they were implementing the Net Production Sharing Contract (PSC) as its fiscal regime. This has resulted in creating a non-commercial project and uncompetitive CBM gas compared to conventional gas.

The third category is the issues related to the local communities (or local content has is referred to by the literature). There is a concern on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issue of companies involved in the sector. CSR related issues have been known to have a significant impact towards industry growth. This can be classified as a social cost of a project. In Indonesia, CBM projects are always located in a densely populated area. This is an issue for the industry, since the social cost is very unpredictable. According to the GoI and investors the local communities are important aspect for the industry to increase engagement with. The local impacts being analysed in this paper are the impact on employment, education, health care services, infrastructures, and the environmental impacts. Meanwhile the local expectations being analysed in this paper is to encounter the local impacts, which are the expectation on employment, education, health care services, infrastructures, and the financial benefits for the environmental impacts.

Conclusions
This paper concludes that there are five identifiable challenges that hamper the growth of the CBM industry in Indonesia. These are: policy development; the fiscal regime; regulation being implemented for the industry; investor relations; and technical problems. These issues are inter-connected and these issues shall be addressed to improve and support the growth of the CBM industry in Indonesia. There are several themes that run across these five issues and one of these relates to data production, for example, in relation to technical issues, there is a lack of research and studies to update knowledge in the area. These issues have significant influence to the economy and continuity of the project which are very much related to the fiscal regime being applied to the industry. These issues are being addressed in the fiscal model constructed in the further research and paper.
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